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New Mechanisms for Psychosocial Support and Education Programs in Syria
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Complementary to its role in creating a safe environment for children and enhancing their independent thinking capability, Jafra has launched the “Around Me” project. The project aims at developing the child’s communication skills in all the Palestinian refugee camps in Syria in order to strengthen the perception of gender
in the community. It started with intensive training given to the facilitators of the
psychosocial support program in all of the Foundation’s centers in Syria in order to
get them familiar with our coming goals and practical steps.

Conclusion of 1st Phase of Waste Management Project in Burj Al-Barajneh
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In contribution to enhancing the health conditions of the population and change
the image caused by the buildup of garbage. After long hours of picking up the garbage on the streets of the camp in Burj Al Barajneh Jafra foundation has completed
3 months of the first phase of the project. Ending the first phase with a youth group
discussion on major problems and difficulties they have faced, and their suggestions on possible future projects.
The Jafra chief executive officer, Wesam Al- Sabaaneh held a discussion with the
youth on the Foundation’s future plans for the camp and paid particular attention
to their thoughts regarding the next steps to create additional projects that may
contribute to improving people’s livelihood and offer a simple income resource for
youth to avoid outcomes of unemployment.
https://youtu.be/naLOkyrLZKk

Bab Al-Shams Center Launches New Friendly Environment Initiative in Greece
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Jafra Foundation in Athens has launched a new initiative to recycle garbage in order to enhance healthy conditions and living safe spaces, in hopes of providing a
clean environment that is disease-free.
The initiatives aim is disseminating environmental consciousness in the community, particularly among refugees. Jafras’ team will gather waste from homes that
will be transformed into products which can be useful and may have less damage
to the environment.
For more details about the project and donation kindly click the link below:
https://www.facebook.com/JafraFoundationinGreece/

New Project Management Training in Athens
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Bab Al-Shams Center/Jafra Foundation in Athens has announced new training for
refugees who are interested in developing their own profitable projects. The trainings’ target is providing the refugees with basic skills and required knowledge of
project management.
Moreover, partakers will learn the right methods of calculation concerning the practical and technical matters and how to manage income in a way that will meet the
needs of each household. The training will aid participants in investing themselves
in the market of business.
For more details about the project and donation kindly click the links below:
https://chat.whatsapp.com/IXriSZn8xiE87q2AuOBGRq
https://www.facebook.com/JafraFoundationinGreece/

Rooftop Gardening in Palestinian Refugee Camps
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Palestinian camps in Lebanon continue to depreciate due to not only poor living
conditions but also lack of space especially green areas. Jafras’ rooftop garden initiative will improve the day-to-day lives of the refugees. Forming a sense of belonging, enhancing livelihoods via food production. Our aim is to enhance the quality
of life as well as the environment by alleviating stress and local anxiety.
Jafra needs your support!
For more details about the project and donation kindly click the link below:
http://goto.gg/42777

Campaign to Support Refugees’ Right of Housing in Greece
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Jafra is participating with Finding Refuge in fund raising campaign. Finding Refugees is a foundation that seeks to find houses for immigrants, refugees and asylum
seekers in Athens.
The campaign aims to tackle the problems concerning housing and offer education
to refugees since they have no access to education due to the reduction of Europe
Union and UNHCR’s budget allocated to the refugees.
We, in Jafra are trying to put an end to this vicious cycle of excluding the refugees.
We are aiming instead to empower the refugees to stand independently and contribute fully in the host community.
Jafra needs your support!
http://bit.ly/2qzpOtP
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